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WKU - Track Impact on Seating/Colonnade/Ave. of Champions 
Subject: WKU - Track Impact on Seating/Colonnade/Ave. of Champions 
From: "Shultz, Tad L." <tshultz@heery.com> 
Date: Fri, 28 Oct 200515:53:34 -0400 
To: <annie.angueira@wku.edu> 
CC: "Holleman, Michael A." <MHollema@heery.com> 
Annie: 
I have enclosed a few design diagrams that I believe will be useful for you and President Ransdell to review. 
If we leave the existing playing field and track in place, the first seat for the new west side seating will be 
approximately 155 ft . away from the football field at the 50-yard line. Ideally, we would set this distance at 
around 45-50 ft. Therefore, the horizontal dimension because of the track is over 3 times the ideal distance. 
The last row condition is even worse as someone sitting at the back of the west seats is approximately 212 ft. 
away from the field. This distance is extreme. Compounding the inherent visual distance is that when players 
are standing on the sideline, fans sitting at such a distance would not be able to see any game action. Their 
focal point, the spot at the ground in which they see over the shoulder of standing players, would be close to the 
east side stands - not even within the field of play. 
This being the case, we believe the west side seats would not offer usable seating for general patrons or, 
especially, club seats at the proposed distance. An elevated club on top of the deck would also be severely 
compromised. 
Moreover, we have discovered that placing a colonnade to the north of the playing field is probably not possible 
due to the track's close proximity to the sidewalk. The high voltage line would prohibit the location as well. An 
additional consideration concerns the fact that without moving the playing field to the west, the colonnade to the 
south would not be centered on the field , which may look visually awkward . The enclosed site plan also reveals 
that the Ave. of Champions would need to be modified approx. 80-90 ft. to accommodate the south colonnade. 
We should discuss these findings with President Ransdell ASAP as they are major issues that need to be 
resolved. 
Please call me upon receiving this information to discuss further. Thanks. 
Tad L. Shultz 
Heery International 
999 Peachtree St. 




From: Einhorn, Eric J. 
Sent: Friday, October 28, 2005 3:51 PM 
To: Shultz, Tad L. 
Subject: wku pdfs 
Er i c E inhorn 
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